
Is Your Privacy Program 
Creating Value?

100% customizable dimensions that features 
multi-jurisdictional capability High

Up-to-date Legal Library with Regulatory 
Watchlists Medium

PII automatically mapped to applicable 
regulations High

Industry-specific assessments (e.e=g. NAIC) Medium

Central repository to manage incidents with 
individual assessment statuses Medium

IR Trends Analysis based on user-defined 
categories Medium

Centralized portal and unique workflow for all 
functional areas High

Accelerated mean time to incident resolution 
for all incident types without counsel High

Notification capabilities integrated with 
assessment results Medium

Defensible Decision based on 100% consistent 
process High

Notification Letters Management: Third-
Party Notifications and Industry-specific 

notification obligations
High

Configurable reports/records Medium

Incident Remediation & Root Cause Analysis Medium

Analysis

Notification

Decision

Assessment

Identification & Investigation
Key Privacy Incident 

Response Functionality
Business 

Impact
Applied In My 

Business
Quantifiable Value

 Efficiency Gains Risk Mitigation Cost Savings

Incident Response Benchmarking Data High

+2

+2

+3

+2

+2

+3

Automated decision support guidance Critical

Integration of internal policies, including 
3rd-party notification obligations High

Quantification of the risk of harm Critical

Automated assessment based on applicable 
laws with multi-facet and multi-region 

assessment capability within a single incident
High

+3

+2

+3

+2

+2

+3

+3

+3

+4

+3

+4

+3

Trust Building

How much value can you create
for your company?
Build a personalized value report with this free ROI calculator

OR VISIT radarfirst.com/ROI-calculator

Calculate Now
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How do incidents happen?

For organizations newly exploring privacy incident response benchmarking, it’s easy to presume 

hackers and otherwise bad actors will be central to your organizational privacy agenda. 

However, if you’re interested in maturing your incident response process (which we’re willing 

to bet if you’re reading this, you are) you’d be intrigued to know that in 2020 less than 2% of all 

incidents were malicious in nature. 

In fact, it’s more likely that an incident will occur unintentionally or non-maliciously by 

employees or third parties such as a sales person downloading and exposing a spreadsheet so 

they can more easily work from home, or a nurse peeking at a friend’s medical record, than by 

anyone intending to harm individuals or your organization.

Truth is, at the end of the day, the vast majority of incidents are caused unintentionally by 

employees and staff. For organizations seeking to identify incidents by source, look inward.

However the risk of exposed personal information takes no sides. While internally-caused 

incidents occurred approximately 6x more than incidents originating from external sources, the 

rate at which they were determined to be breaches was nearly the same as their externally-

sourced counterparts. When identifying risk factors, processes must be improved to reduce 

breaches in spite of where incidents originate. 

The vast majority of 

incidents are caused 

unintentionally by 

employees and staff

CAUSE OF INCIDENT

Malicious vs. Non-malicious

Non-malicious Malicious

Unintentional

BREACH RATE

By Source

External
Internal

6.43%

BREACH

93.57%

INCIDENT

6.22%

BREACH

93.78%

INCIDENT

Identify and Investigate

ROI Report

Privacy teams work twice as hard to earn a budget and prove value within 
organizations. With this checklist, privacy leaders can demonstrate 
instant, visible business impact and prove value across departments to 
establish privacy as a value driver.

While Privacy is younger than their counterparts in Legal or Compliance, 
the expanding scope of privacy regulation is showing us the untapped 
potential for Privacy leaders to drive value through increased efficiency, 
cost — and time — savings, and trust-building consistency.

Proving value is about increasing efficiency and building 
program maturity
As workloads amass for privacy, compliance, and security professionals, employing an intelligent incident 
response solution can provide immediate relief and long-term business value to catalyze efficiency and equip 
teams with actionable means to reduce risk, save time and cost, and build value – and we can prove it.
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Use this checklist to see where your incident response process aligns to the 
key functions that prove value

Low  +1 point   
Medium  +2 points   
High  +3 points   
Critical  +4 points

SCORE YOURSELF: How mature is your privacy program?

35+ = Great! You’re paving the way and proving value.
30-34 = Good. You’re proving value but there’s room to improve.
20-29 = OK. You’ve got the basics and are ready to mature your privacy program.
<19 = Needs improvement. Your program may benefit from an intelligent incident response solution.

How does your program compare with the privacy value gained from Radar?

CHECKLIST

Your Privacy Program Maturity Score:
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